Retrofit Case Study:
Lambourn Road

Lambourn Road,
Clapham
As part of a significant enlargement and refubishment
of a dilapated Victorian house in SW London, it was
decided to ‘retrofit’ the property with sustainable
design methodology and materials. The idea was
to introduce elements, new materials, products and
equipment with the aim of reducing the energy use of
the building and an overall reduction on the building’s
level of CO2 emissions.

Project Summary:

The project was very designed as a test bed, using
both proven and less proven technology. Then
the intention would be to record energy use for a
minimum of 12 months post occupation. This case
study summarises the strategy for the project and
the results of our analysis to date, allowing for a full
assessment of the technologies used.

Post-retrofit measured: 183kWh/m2/yr

We hope it will inspire our clients to invest in a similar
way in their own building projects, when working with
existing housing stock, especially solid wall buildings
which form the bulk of pre-1975 stock.

Retrofit and renewable measures (inc in above
figure): £20K+ VAT Predicted pay back period on
extra measures.10-15 years.

Date of construction: pre-1919 property
Existing Internal Floor Area: 115 sqm
Final Internal Floor Area: 180 sqm

Primary Energy:
Pre-retrofit estimated: 290kWh/m2/yr
Predicted CO2 annual reduction: 60KG / CO2/m2/yr

Costs:
Contract Value: £300K +VAT (rated at 5% as
property vacant)

Suppliers:
Architect: Granit Chartered Architects Ltd
Structural Engineer: Mitchinson Macken
Products:
REM / Rotex -Solar heating/Thermal store
Weber - External insulation render system
Lumax- Triple Glazing
Airflow - MVHR supplier

Existing house

Strategy
Fabric First Approach

Glazing & Doors

In every element, the requirement to meet a certain U
value under Building Regulations was exceeded and
a best practice approach was used.

New sash windows, double glazed 24mm SoftCoast
Argon filled acheieving an overall U value of 1.8 W/
MsqK.

External Walls

New casement and feature glazing,Thermally broken
Aluminium framed system with Triple glazing (Lumax
system) U value of 1.9 W/MsqK.

The front elevation was left intact on the two
lower floors, with a new front wall built in solid wall
construction above. All existing solid brick walls were
insulated internally with 60mm Celotex PL4000, built
off battens to create 30mm void. Then 12.5mm taped
plasterboard. U Value of 0.29 0W/MsqK.
All new walls were built in solid blockwork and
insulated externally with 70mm Phenolic Weber
Therm XP External wall insulation system. U value of
0.29 W/MsqK.

Floor
Ground floor was 100% renewed with 75mm Celotex
FF4075 insulation under new 120mm concrete slabs.
U Value of 0.21 W/MsqK.

Roofs
The two roofs were highly insulated. New pitched roof
consisting of eternit tiles with 150mm Celotex XR4000
between joists and 25mm Celotex PL4000 below
joists. U value of 0.12 W/MsqK.
New flat roof constructed of Green roof system on
GRP, on 126mm Celotex TD4000. U value of 0.16 W/
MsqK.

New front door, solid timber, tight fitting to achieve a U
value of 2.0 W/MsqK.

Thermal Bridging
Where possible careful attention was paid to
junctions, and continuity of insulation, including
window reveals and wall/floor junctions. (Refer to
analysis)

Heating & Renewables
A gas condensing boiler, combined with a thermal
store known as a GasSolarUnit combination is topped
up from solar panels fitted to the south facing front
roof. This provides all of the space heating and hot
water demand for the house. Underfloor heating was
used on all floors, with timber or tiled floors to ensure
thermal efficiency and comfort.

Strategy
Mechanical Ventilation with Heat
Recovery (MVHR)
A high level of air tightness was targeted during
the design and construction phases, to ensure the
effectivness of the MVHR system supplied by Airflow
Ltd. All vents including trickle vents were omitted
from the external fabric, and openings (i.e. windows
a nd doors) were specifed with air tightness in mind.
The ventilation system runs 24/7 and can be boosted
as required. A cooling loop running through the fish
ponds has been designed but not implemented yet,
the idea to allow pre-cooling of incoming air on days
where the ambient (external) temperature is higher
than average.

Lighting
All lighting across the house is classed as 100% low
energy, including the external lighting. LED was used
for downlights and background lighting.

Green Roofs
A ‘wild meadow’ green roof was installed on the flat
roof of the new rear extension to enhance the visual
amenity and ecology of the site and attenuate rainwater run off. Maintenance consists of an annual cut
back, the roof accessed through a hatch in the first
floor shower room.

Rainwater Storage & Recycling
A 1000 litre storage tank has been buried in the
garden to pick up rainwater run off from the house
and external areas. This feeds an automatic system
to irrigate the green roof and soft planting in the rear
courtyard. Any excess drains into the mains sewer.

Construction

In Use
Blockwork to new second storey, before new render
applied. Internal wall insulation (IWI) was used in the
front facade to preserve the architectural features.(A
requirement of planning and works to a building in a
conservation area)

Building Performance
Insulation / thermal bridging. A thermal camera
imagery survey was carried to look at the thermal
performance of the external fabric and individual
elements. The results can be summarised as follows:
1: External wall insulation (to the rear and side
walls) performs better than internal insulation
(front elevation) - demonstrating the challenges in
upgrading historic buildings and their fenestration.

External Wall Insulation (EWI) being installed to rear
solid brick wall of existing house and new blockwork
to side wall of new extension.

2: There are potential thermal bridges around lintels,
soffits, window surrounds and the ground floor slab.
3: The triple glazed windows perform significantly
better than double glazed sashes.
4: The house performs overall much better than the
adjoining solid wall property.

External Wall Insulation (EWI) installed to existing
and new (extended) flank wall of house.

5: Weak points, where thermal bridging and therefore
heat loss occurs, were indentified on the ground floor
slab junction, and around wall/roof junctions. Also
around lintels and existing bay windows to front of
house.

Air Tightness
Though not a requirement to meet building
regulations, the air tightness test was carried out
to assess the air leakage rate of the house and
the quality of the design and build. A highly air tight
building coupled with an efficient MVHR system, will
reduce energy loss from the house.

Results:
Internal Wall Insulation (IWI) being installed
to front solid brick wall of existing house and boarded
out ready for plastering.

Pre-works estimated at 15m3 / hr m2 @50Pa Postworks measured at 3.54m3 / hr m2 @50Pa

Conclusion:
This result is comparable with a result achieved in
new build construction and in conjunction with the
MVHR will provide a highly energy efficient dwelling.
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the solar heating dramatically reduced demand
for space heating and hot water production on the
gas boiler. Between May-September, the gas use
is almost negligeable. (Cooking is provided by
induction hob and electric oven).
The consumption of electricity is more consistent
across the year, powering the MVHR, small power
and lighting, and higher in the winter months when
the occupier relies more on artificical lighting. It is
still well below the average for a house of this size
and occupation.

The energy consumption of the property (i.e.
electricity and gas use) was regularly monitored over
a 12 month period, post completion. The results were
collated and plotted against average mean monthly
temperature.
Results are stated on a m2/year basis, as well
as overall energy use. The m2 rate enables us to
benchmark the property against other retrofit projects,
of varying floor areas, as well as against typical
Victorian properties that have not been upgraded.
In terms of gas use it was immediately apparent that
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The UK average
for primary energy
consumption is 400 KWh
/ m2 / yr. The property
has been calculated
to produce around
183 KWh / m2 / yr, so
less than half of this,
although this figure does
include lighting and
consumables, so its likely
to be even lower than
this.
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In terms of CO2 saved,
we estimate a reduction
of 60KG / CO2/m2/yr or
a total of 4,430 KG per
annum from the preretrofit and pre-enlarged
dwelling. So although
the house is 56% larger
than the original house
it is 37% more efficient
overall.
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Completed front facade.

Occupier Feedback
Conclusions
The energy readings speak for themselves. The
overall savings in gas useage are dramatic, the result
of the combination of a well insulated house and
the solar heating input, as well as the heat recovery
employed on the MVHR system. Clearly the house
is both ecomonic to run and provides a high quality
internal environment of thermal comfort and air quality
for the owner.

Occupier Feedback
“I wanted to demonstrate that being sustainable and
setting out to create a low-energy dwelling does not
have to be either prohibitively expensive, technically
complex or at the expense of creating a comfortable
home.
In fact everything we have installed has been of
benefit to the running of the property. In particular
the solar heating has exceeded our expectations
in energy production and reduction of reliance on
gas supply from the utility companies. I have seen a
dramatic reduction in my energy bills, and pay back
times look better all the time with rising energy costs.
Getting the existing and new fabric well insulated
and reducing thermal bridging, as well as creating
an air tight house, were all key components. Without
this starting point, the added renewables and MVHR
would not have been as sucessful. The MVHR system
is very low tech and requires minimal intervention
throughout the year once set up. The results are a
consistent internal environment of high air quality and
low humidity.
The house is comfortable to live in, with consistent
levels of thermal comfort across the year, a world
away from the previous highly leaky and poorly
insulated house.”
Robert Wilson,
Owner of property
Director, Granit Architects

Completed garden, with pond
used for air cooling.

Use of Technology
The use of green roof, rainwater recycling and an
irrigation system provides an eco-friendly habitat,
whilst reducing water run off to the mains.
As expected, where EWI was used, this performed
better than the areas where IWI was used, primarly
because of the quality of wall to roof junctions and
lack of existing architectural details, which in the case
of the front facade presented more opportunities for
thermal bridging.

Kitchen with triple glazed door
and windows.

Fabric First
As with all retrofit projects, it is important to make
the existing stucture as energy efficient as possible,
before adding renewables to the mix.
With a good strategy for fabric insulation, air
tightness, integration of the MVHR and attention to
detail throughout the build, which in turn means usng
a competent contractor, it is more than feasible to
apply this approach to our existing housing stock.

User Requirements
With the requirement for landlords to provide
a certain level of energy efficiency before they can
legally let the property, this case study becomes even
more relevant. The challenge to the private owner,
or commercial developer is to demonstrate that it is
worth the extra investment, beyond simply meeting
current building regulations.

Green roof above the new two
storey extension.

For more information please
visit www.granit.co.uk
or call 020 7924 4555

